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Fully integrated _ the revolutionary

basket

Due to the special surface structure of the braided wire, the
basket has maximum expansion power. When the basket is drawn into the sheath,
a rotation takes place, which allows you to grasp the stone even more quickly and safely.
You won’t want to do without the advantages of the spherical basket:
_ maximum expansion power
_ precise one-handed control of the rotation
_ continuously adjustable setting of different basket sizes
_ with built in ‘safety point’
_ atraumatic, filiform tip

Ready for immediate use
_ pre-assembled complete system, consisting of handle, metal coil sheath,
with integral cannulating catheter and crushing basket

Crown head design
_ precisely fitting defined cable notches
_ no jamming of the wires
_ perfect transmission of force to the stone

The new disposable lithotriptor system
offers you the simplification that you want! An end to complicated assembly procedures! Once it has been taken out of its sterile packaging, the
new
is ready for immediate use. All the components are assembled in an all-in-one design –
handle, cannulating catheter, metal coil sheath and stone basket.

_ with just one handle, crushing of even the hardest calculi is easier than ever before

The simple design of
makes handling as straightforward as possible and minimises the risk of incorrect operation. With only two moving components, you
have full control of your mechanical lithotripsy!
Optimal mechanical transmission of force through an innovative operating concept
The screw mechanism of the handle ensures both precise rotation of the basket and maximum transmission of force when crushing the stone. If necessary, you can
switch to the
setting in a single operation. Optimised transmission of force allows you to crush even the hardest stone easily and reliably. At the distal end of
the coil sheath, the special crown head design directs the force only to where you need it: to the stone.
The atraumatic tip of the basket, the integral cannulating catheter and the design of the metal coil sheath makes it much easier to perform your lithotripsy safely and
gently. Contrast can also be injected readily at any time.

In the starting position,

enables the stone to be caught simply and quickly.

By drawing back the adjusting handle, you can crush the stone easily due to
optimal translation of force.

